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Abstract
The significance of research article (RA) abstract as a key academic genre has
recently motivated analysts to focus on this neglected area. Considering a
summary function for abstracts, most genre researchers have adopted the
conventionally proposed Introduction- Method- Results- Discussion (or
Conclusion) (IMRD) model for analysis. However, the problems reported,
especially for Results and Discussion sections, question the vitality of such
accounts and prompt further scrutiny. Moreover, in spite of claims about
disciplinary and cultural variations which can affect communication within
and across discourse communities, sufficient contrastive studies which address
the Iranian academics' need to communicate with and participate efficiently
in the international discourse communities are scarce. Inspired by English for
Specific/Academic Purposes tradition of genre analysis, this paper tries to fill
these gaps presenting a comparative generic analysis of soft sciences abstracts
to see what the characterizing features of the texts of Iranian scholars and
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their international peers are. The macro-structure, micro-structure, and some
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features of 100 experimental RA abstracts taken from a number of reputable
Iranian (Persian) and international (English) journals were analyzed and
explained drawing upon some existing rigorous models. The results revealed
similarities in the presence of Introduction, Method, and concluding units,
while there were also differences in the realization of units, Moves, and Steps.
It is argued that the differences can point to the varying cultural norms and
values of the two groups. Plus, considering the inadequacy of the four-way
macro-model, an alternative three-way model was suggested, instead. Some
implications of the study are discussed, too.

Keywords: Genre Analysis; Move and Step Models; Macro-structure; Microstructure; RA Abstracts.

1990, 179) calls “news value” element and

1. Introduction
The

fact

that,

these

days,

abstracts

is what Swales attributes to the readers’

accompany most research articles (RAs)

being “extremely fickle: of those who will

places these short texts among the most

read the title, only some will read the

important research- process genres in the

abstract, and of those who read the abstract

competitive market of scientific research.

only some will read the article itself.”

Swales’ proposition that “first impression
matters” (1990: p.138) as well as his

1.1 Abstract Studies across Disciplines

accentuating the role abstracts have in gate-

and Cultures

keeping processes (p.181) accentuate their

Since Swales’ regret that such suited texts

role in selling the article. Drawing upon

for genre analysis remained neglected

Salager-Meyer (1990) who believes most

(1990: p.181), many scholars have shown

abstracts have the macroproposition of

interest in this important academic genre

accompanying articles, Martin (2003, p.26)

across different disciplines (see also Bondi:

regards the main function of abstracts as

2009). For instance, Salager-Meyer (1990,

being “time-saving devices.” This function

1992) deals with Medical English abstracts,

is what Huckin (1987, cited in Swales:

their rhetorical structure, and a text-type
2
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and move analysis of verb tense and

importance for non-native English students

modality

and academics, the studies mostly concern

distribution

in

these

texts

.Information and library research is the field

themselves

investigated by Gibson (1993). Kaplan et al.

background academics and dismiss, “to a

(1994) and Santos (1996) are two studies

certain extent, the existence of different

mainly devoted to analyzing the textual

writing conventions acquired in other

organization of abstracts in the field of

cultures” (Martin: 2003:27). Therefore, in

Applied Linguistics.

line

with

with

English-speaking

works

on

contrastive

and

More recently, the generic structure of

intercultural rhetoric (e.g. Connor: 2004;

research article introductions and abstracts,

Connor et al: 2008), his study of English

as a genre set, from two related fields of

and Spanish experimental RA abstracts tries

Conservation

Wildlife

to demonstrate “that scientific discourse is

Behavior is compared by Samraj (2005).

not universal, and there are socio-cultural

Van Bonn and Swales (2007) studied

factors which may condition the preference

certain

for certain rhetorical strategies by the

Biology

language

and

choices-like

voice,

personal pronoun, sentence length, and

members

transition word-and the way research is

communities”

situated in the language science journal

Moreover,

abstracts written by English and French

motivation, he wants to help “foreign

authors. To study variation in abstracts

learners of EAP [English for Academic

across disciplines, Cavalieri (2011) deals

Purposes], especially Spanish academics,

with the use of metadiscourse in the

write effective English abstracts in a way

abstracts from the well-established refereed

that meets the international scientific

journals from two disciplines representing

community's expectations” (ibid.).

hard sciences (medicine) and soft sciences

of

different
(Martin:

having

scientific

2003,
a

p.27).

pedagogical

In line with his call, many cross-cultural

(applied linguistics).

studies have been carried out to investigate

Martin’s (2003) study, among others,

abstracts in many languages, disciplines

draws the attention to one missing point

and/ or cultures. For instance, justifying her

among all such surveys. He observes that

rhetorical and linguistic analysis of English

though

and Italian linguistics journal RA abstracts,

writing

abstracts

is

of

great
3
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Diani (2011) emphasizes that comparative

(under review) argue, however, not only

and contrastive studies of abstracts have

should different research-process genres be

been conducted in English and many

considered as distinct (though related)

European languages including Spanish,

genres,

French, Portuguese, German and Swedish.

(including different sub-genres of the genre

but

their different

sub-genres

Still, some languages and cultures are

of abstract like RA, thesis and dissertation,

not adequately represented in the abstract

and conference abstract) should be studied

genre literature. Instances of such under-

in light of their distinctive structures and

researched languages are East Asian and

functions.

Persian

specifically and separately deal with each of

language

Pramoolsook:

and

2011).

culture

(e.g.

Ironically,

the

these

Therefore,

sub-genres

of

that

significance.

academics from these backgrounds are

Findings

more likely to face problems while writing

analysis of TEFL (English and Farsi) and

in English and, consequently, to be in need

psychology

of pedagogical intervention in light of the

drawing upon Nwogu’s (1997) model with

findings

and

the stated objective of checking the

contrastive studies. Examples of the scare

existence of the Moves and Steps of his

genre studies in the Iranian context are

model in the abstracts written by Non-

Jalilifar (2006), Saadinam (2005) and

native writers of these two fields could be

Gholampour (2005). Jalilifar (2006) studied

very conducive in raising the awareness of

thesis and dissertation abstracts from a

psychology

variety of disciplines by Iranian and non-

abstracts in English. Nevertheless, this

Iranian writers. Saadinam (2005), also,

study does not compare English and Persian

analyzed M.A. thesis abstracts written by

psychology RA abstracts; therefore, only

Iranian TEFL and psychology students to

drawing

identify and compare their schematic move

implications might be possible. Moreover,

structure while adopting the traditional

more attested and /or robust models like

IMRC

Swales' (1990) CARS model as well as

of

such

sections

for

comparative

overall

textual

organization.

from

are

studies

(just

Gholampour's

Farsi)

academics

more

RA

while

tentative

(2005)

abstracts

writing

pedagogical

Yang and Allison's (2003) models are

As Samar, Talebzadeh, Kiany, & Akbari

overlooked.
4
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further

sciences and research genres) and is

attention and scrutiny is the "substantial

intended, among other purposes, to check

agreement" on a four-way model, following

some

Bhatia (1993, pp78-79), for the macro-

Specifically, it is an attempt to generically

structure of abstracts "mostly mirroring the

examine the structure of RA abstracts

typical

written

IMRD

Methods-

which

invites

structure

Results-

(Introduction-

in

models

English

and

for

claims.

international

[or

scientific journals of psychology and those

While

written in Persian for Iranian journals of

many studies (e.g. Bondi: 2009; Diani:

psychology. In so doing, it tries to address

2011; Martin: 2003;

Saadinam: 2005

some of the problems and shortcoming of

among others) seem to adopt this four- way

the previous genre studies hoping to assist

model, some researchers (e.g. Martin: 2003)

non-native and/or novice, including Iranian,

report difficulties in identifying textual

scholars

boundaries especially in the case of

functioning member of their own and

concluding sections (Results, Discussion,

international discourse communities.

Conclusion]"

(Bondi:

Discussion

pertinent

2009:32).

who

aspire

to

become

a

Conclusion, and Implications). On the other
hand, there are a number of studies which

2. Methodology

suggest models with three (Hatzitheodorou:

2.1 Corpus Selection

2011, for law and economics), to five

To minimize the effect of disciplinary

(Anderson & Maclean: 1997, for medical

variation on the results of the study

abstracts) and even six (Busch-Lauer:

(Bazerman: 1993, p.ix; Martin: 2003:27),

1995a, 1995b, for medical abstracts) main

the

Moves. Still, capturing the structure of

representative discipline of (experimental)

psychology RA abstracts remains a task to

soft sciences, namely, psychology. It was

be undertaken.

consisted of 50 Persian RA abstracts and 50

sample

was

selected

from

a

English RA abstracts.
For selecting the sample, two criteria of

1.2 The Present Study
The present comparative study reports the

reputation and representativeness were

preliminary stages of a larger genre analysis

considered. Apart from consulting some

project (which also deals with other soft

members of the psychology department at
5
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Tarbiat Modares University (TMU), we

underlying structure of RAs, so it was

used the reliable ISC and ISI indexing

analyzed in terms of four basic sections of

websites to select the reputable, top-tier

Introduction,

journals for our corpus. The resulting list of

Discussion. Then each section, with the

the

exception of Method, was analyzed in terms

prestigious

journals

in

the

field

comprised around 20 Iranian journals as

Method,

Result,

and

of the comprising Moves and Steps.

well as about 20 English journals all of

There are some reasons to use Move and

which having high impact factors. From

Step as units for the analysis of discourse

these journals a corpus of around 4500

sections. One of the advantages attributed

abstracts, which can well represent most of

to the unit of move is that “it enables the

the major issues of interest in the field,

categorization of chunks of text in terms of

were selected (see the appendix for the list

their particular communicative intentions”

of journals whose abstracts are part of the

(Yang & Allison: 2003, p.370). To be more

final sample).

specific, “[t]he concept of Move captures

From each of these two groups of

the function and purpose of a segment of

journals, 50 RA abstracts were randomly

text at a more general level,” yet “step

selected to form a sample of 100 texts. To

spells out more specifically the rhetorical

control for the possible dynamicity of genre

means of realizing the function of Move”

over

(ibid.)

time

(see

e.g.,

Connor,

2004;

Ramanathan & Kaplan, 2000) the corpus

Therefore, in the next step of analysis,

only included the articles published during

namely, identification of textual boundaries

the years 2001 to 2005.

in each section, some of the models based
on the units of Move and Step were drawn

2.2 Procedure

upon. Swales’ robust CARS model (1990)

Data analysis was conducted through two

which is one of the mostly-used models was

main

utilized for the analysis of Introduction. For

steps,

each

of

which

was

characterized by many revisions. First, as

the

had been the common practice in other

however, the proposed accounts by Yang

similar studies, the RA abstract was

and Allison (2003) had been the basis of

assumed to reflect the same common

analysis.
6
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sections,
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Obviously, identification of each section,

Introduction, Method, and Results units is

Move, and Step was done through various

concerned. The only noticeable difference

revisions based on different readings of the

is the higher number of discussion units in

models used; moreover, attempts had been

international texts compared to their Iranian

made to avoid imposing any preconceived

counterparts.

categorization on the texts. Reliability of
the analysis was taken into account through

60

discussion sessions in which a frame of
analysis was agreed upon. Additionally, as

50

mentioned above, a similar study with
40

comparable texts was being conducted
simultaneously by the researchers, in which

30

the consistency of two sets of analyses
Language of the Abst

(both studies) by the researchers was

20
Count
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monitored.

English
10

Persian
IntroductionMethod Results Discussion

3. Results and Discussions
Abstract section

Graph 1. Frequency of Occurrence and Distribution
Cases weighted
of Structural
UnitsbyinPRESENCE
International and Iranian RA
Abstracts

3.1. Contrastive Analysis of Structural
Units
The results obtained from stage one of the
analyses is summarized in Table 1 and

Table 1. Frequency of Occurrence and Distribution
of Structural Units in International and Iranian RA
Abstracts

Graph 1. As shown, all four basic structural
units of a RA are present with varying

English

Persian

Four
Units
Three
Units

25
(50%)
23
(46%)

21
(42%)
26
(52%)

Two
Units

1
(2%)

2
(4%)

One
Unit

1
(2%)

1
(2%)

degrees in the two groups of abstracts. It
can be observed that the frequency of
occurrence of each structural unit is not
significantly different between English and
Persian abstracts. It can be claimed that the
two sets of texts are not significantly
different as long as the presence of
7
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Table two and graph two, also, reveal some
30

number of structural units used at the same
time in the abstracts. Martin (2003, p.30)

20

reports the figure of 67.5% for the presence
of four structural units at the same time in

10

his abstracts; nevertheless, our data just
reveals a figure of 50% and 42% for
International

and

Iranian

Language of the Abst

Count
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interesting findings with regard to the

English
0

Persian
1 unit

abstracts,

2 units

3 units

4 units

Number of units

Graph 2. Number of Abstracts with Four, Three
Cases weighted by PRESENCE
Two,
and One Structural Units in each Group

respectively. As could be expected based on
table 1, the number of abstracts with three
sections present at the same time is the
highest

for

Iranian

texts

and

Such a finding is comparable with the

fairly

findings of Samar and Talebzadeh (2006).

considerable for International abstracts,

They found out, in spite of Martin's (2003)

while texts with two or one units are very

findings, that their International and Iranian

meager in the two groups of abstracts.

authors of ESP abstracts do not differ
significantly in their preference for the use

Table 2 Number of Abstracts with Four, Three,
Two, and One Structural Units in each Group

of three structural units at the same time
rather than four units (International: 56.5%

English

Persian

Four

25

21

Units

(50%)

(42%)

Three

23

26

Units

(46%)

(52%)

Two

1

2

Units

(2%)

(4%)

One

1

1

Unit

(2%)

(2%)

vs. Iranian: 62.5%).
It was also observed that the linear order
of the structural units follows what is
considered to be the logical order of
presentation:
Introduction+Method+Results+Discussion.
There was no case in the Persian sample
which deviated from this order. On the
other hand, there were several cases in the
English abstracts where the order of
8
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presentation differed from the normal

Conclusion, and/or Implications) of the

sequence: No. 21: (M+I(E)+M+D), No.

abstract.

25:(I+M(E)+I+R+D),
(I+M(E)+I+R),

and

No.

51.

No.

19

(R+M(E)+D)

3.2.1 Description of Introduction Unit

among others. As shown with the letter (E),

As evinced in Table 1, the Introduction unit

most of these cases were spotted as a result

is the most frequent section among the four

of one unit, realized in terms of a Move or

structural units in both groups of abstracts.

Step of a Move, being embedded (E) into

All Persian abstracts as well as 45 of

another structural unit.

English abstracts begin with this section. As

The

important

issue

of

rhetorical

mentioned before, there were 2 cases in

structure and its two important aspects,

which

the

Method

section

preceded

namely, the number of structural units and

Introduction and four other abstracts which

the number of abstract paragraphs, are

did not have such a unit.

argued to be closely related to text

For the description of the Introduction

comprehension (Martin: 2003, p.30). With

section, Create a Research Space (CARS)

regard to the latter, number of paragraphs, 3

model, proposed and modified by Swales

English abstracts exceeded one paragraph,

(1982, 1990), was drawn upon. This model

while four in the Persian sample had two

which is consisted of three main Moves and

paragraphs. The number of paragraphs is

their comprising Steps is one of the highly

considered

to

rigorous models applied for the analysis of

a

Introduction section of research genres

to

understanding

be
just

an

impediment

when

there

is

conceptual overlapping (ibid.). In the case

across

a

variety

of

disciplines

and

of the abstracts with more than one

languages (Ahmad, 1997; Jalilifar: 2006;

paragraph just one of them had such an

Martin, 2003; Nwogu, 1997; Ozturk, 2007;

overlap (No. 40). On the other hand, as will

Samraj, 2005; Soler-Monreal, Carbonell-

be discussed later in this paper (see 3.2.3),

Olivares, & Gil-Salo, 2011).

the number of structural units in the sample

Application of this model to analyze the

analyzed is a function of the number of

Introduction unit of our abstracts revealed a

concluding sections (Results, Discussion,

number of interesting outcomes.
9
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Table 3 Frequency and Distribution of Moves in Introduction Section of Abstracts (out of 50 in each group)
(after Swales: 1990)
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Average
English

Frequency
Per

Average
Persian

Abstract

Frequency
Per
Abstract

Move1 Establishing a Territory

25

0.5

12

0.24

Step 1 Claiming centrality

3

0.06

6

0.12

Step 2 Making topic generalizations

13

0.26

6

0.12

Step 3 Reviewing items of previous research

9

0.18

0

0

Move 2 Establishing a Niche

9

0.18

0

0

Step 1A Counter-claiming or

1

0.02

0

0

Step 1B Indicating a gap or

7

0.14

0

0

Step 1C Question-raising or

1

0.02

0

0

Step 1D Continuing a tradition

1

0.02

0

0

Move 3 Occupying the Niche

41

0.82

51

1.02

or

10

0.2

30

0.6

Step 1B Announcing present research

31

0.62

21

0.42

Step 2 Announcing principal findings

0

0

0

0

Step 3 Indicating RA structure

0

0

0

0

Step 1A Outlining purposes

3, however, is that Iranians have never used

A prominent feature of Table 3 is the

Move two, Establishing a niche. This

international abstract writers’ tendency to

tendency to overlook this Move and its
use a wider range of Moves and Steps of

Steps may conveniently be interpreted as an

Introduction unit. While Iranian authors

indicator of Iranian psychology researchers'

have limited themselves to extensive use of

unfamiliarity with all the strategies they

M3:S1A/B (around 100%) and in some

have at their disposal; Saadinam (2005) as

cases utilizing the strategy of Establishing a

well as Gholampour (2005) ascribe the

territory (24%), the abstracts written in

tendency

English draw upon other potentials of the

Introduction (and other units) to Iranian

genre as strategies to situate their work

researchers' unfamiliarity with the territory

more smoothly and convincingly.

under study, use of inadequate writing

to

omit

some

Moves

of

guidelines, and/ or unfamiliarity with

A strikingly significant finding from Table
10
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abstract writing.

be argued to reflect the general nature of

Alternatively, however, it can be argued

the problems dealt with in the country; it

that Iranian scholars may consciously avoid

might point to the fact that most areas in the

adopting any controversial strategies in

study

their writing. Specifically, in the case of

discourse community are still so untouched

Move 2 and its constituent Steps, they

and underrepresented that as soon as the

might prefer to duck any risk of being

territory is established (Move 1) the

attached to a (possibly notorious or

purpose of the study is clear and of sound

disputable) tradition or being accused of

bases (Move

duplication (Step 1D) or performing a face-

differences can be interpreted in the light of

threatening

counter-claiming,

different requirements of the discourse

indicating a gap, or even question-raising

communities in which the academics are

(Steps 1A, 1B, or 1C, respectively). This

functioning.

act

by

of

psychology

3).

in

the

Iranian

In any case

such

hypothesis seems more likely since even in

A figure in the above table that attracts

the preceding Move 1, the items of previous

the most attention is the high frequency of

research are not reviewed in any of the

the presence of Move 3, "Occupying the

Farsi abstracts (Move 1:Step 3), while 9

niche," and more specifically its steps 1A

instances of this Step were observed for

and 1B, "Outlining purposes" and/ or

English

Samar,

"Announcing present research" in both

(under

languages. Even in Persian abstracts where

review) found a similar reluctance among

territory and gap establishment are not

both Iranian and East Asian conference

adequately attended to, the researchers have

abstract writers in using strategies like

felt an obligation to announce the present

Move2:Step1A, while their American peers

paper and, more importantly, unravel and

were more likely to use them.

directly state its purpose (s) (in fact, many

abstracts

Talebzadeh,

(Table

Kiany, &

3).

Akbari

It appears that Iranian psychology

Iranian authors tried to emphasize the

abstract writers would rather not establish a

purposes of study by using the Farsi

niche even if it means writing a too general

equivalent

statement of the topic and a not very

Consequently, it might be claimed that this

smooth abstract. Still, such a practice can

Move is perceived by both discourse
11

for

“aim

or

purpose”).
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community members as the obligatory

which was at the same time an example of

Move of Introduction unit of RA abstracts,

Step

while Move 1 can be quasi-obligatory (or

(M3:S1A+M3:S1B); there were also some

even optional).

instances of this move repetition in English

variation

as

well

as

No.11

Many abstract studies pass a similar

abstracts. Examples of Move variation in

verdict. Drawing on recent studies, Jalilifar

both Persian and English sample were few,

(2009, pp. 88-89) claims that "statement of

too. The scarcity of such Move repetition

aims, introducing procedures, principal

practices

findings,

topic

position that some of the Steps (like Steps

generalization, and implications are more

of Move 2 and Steps 1A and 1B of Move 3)

frequently selected by the researchers in

are mutually exclusive, and questioning the

applied linguistics." Move 2, "Presenting

position taken by Martin (2003, p.33) who

the research," is reported as obligatory

introduces successive use of mutually

Move of Santos' (1996) five-move pattern;

exclusive Steps of a Move as a common

also, Purpose is an integral move of the

practice.

restatement

of

aims,

strengthens

Swales'

(1990)

various abstract models proposed by Bhatia
(1993), Anderson and Maclean (1997), and

3.2.2 Description of Method Unit

Busch-Lauer (1995 a, 1995b). Saadinam

The figures shown in Table 1 report the
occurrence of Method section where the

(2005)

reported

“Presenting

present

writer describes participants, data source,
materials, procedures in measuring

research” as one of the mandatory Moves in
thesis abstracts by Iranian TEFL and

variables, methodology and design, and
data analysis techniques as 90% and 98%
for the English and Persian abstracts,
respectively; it accentuates the importance
of this structural unit for the writers of both
discourse communities. Method unit was

psychology MA students; Gholampour
(2005) also found that it was compulsory in
her sample of TEFL and psychology RA
abstracts.
Move repetition, Move variation, and

found to be an omnipresent section in the
abstracts of Iranian conference presenters of
Samar, Talebzadeh, Kiany, & Akbari's
(under review) study, too; while the other
three groups of applied linguists from East

Step variation were among features present
in some of the abstracts. There were a few
instances of Move repetition in Persian
abstracts, including No.5 (M1:S2+M1:S1)
12
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Asia, Europe, and the U.S. had used
Method unit with a high frequency (more
than 36 instances out of 40), all Iranian

methodology used in the study," non-native
abstract writers of his study showed "a
greater tendency to write longer Methods

abstracts had devoted at least a sentence or
phrase to this linking section. Contrary to
these findings as well as those of Martin
(2003, p.36), however, in Samraj's (2005)

sections. This can be clearly observed in
eight of the Spanish abstracts … where this
unit occupies considerable textual space in
comparison with the abstracts in English"

abstracts from the journals in Wildlife
Behavior and Conservative Biology,
Method section had a low frequency. One

(p. 36).
Table 4 Observed Length of Method Unit of English
and Persian Psychology RA Abstracts

explanation can be that Samraj's abstracts
are from two disciplines very different from
psychology,
phonetics
and
applied

length

linguistics (all examples of soft sciences).
There are also revealing differences in

Medium

terms of length and dependency of the
Method section between the two languages.

Total No.

Long

Short

English

Persian

18

36

14
13

11
2

45

49

47 out of 49 Method sections in the Persian
sample were characterized as being of
medium length (between 10 to 20 percent
of abstract text) or long (more than 20

40

percent of abstract length) and just 2 of

30

them were short (less than 10 percent). On
the other hand, 13 out of 45 Method

20

sections were short in the English sample,
while only 32 out of 45 Method sections
were evaluated as medium or long.
Although Martin (2003, p. 36) reported that
"in both groups, the majority of Methods
elements were very short, sometimes
constituted by only one simple sentence
where the author describes very briefly the
most relevant details of materials, subjects,
data
sources,
procedures
or
the

GROUP

10

Count
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0

Persian
Short

Medium

Long

LENGTH

Graph
3 Observed Length of Method Unit of
Cases weighted by COUNT
English Persian Psychology RA Abstracts

Another observation concerning Method
unit was its being coalesced with or

13
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embedded in other adjacent structural units,

that describing participants as well as data

especially Introduction. Such a tendency to

source and instrumentation were obligatory

merge or embed Methods section is

in the Method section of her sample of

observed by other researchers including

thesis abstracts, as one of the most

Anderson and Maclean (1997), Martin

complete sections of her abstracts. Contrary

(2003) and Santos (1996), and it is

to these, however, is Gholampour (2005)

interpreted by Martin (2003, p. 35) to

who did not find any obligatory Move in

suggest "that this strategy is favoured [sic.]

the Method unit of her journal article

by the authors of both languages due,

abstracts. As Samar, Talebzadeh, Kiany, &

perhaps, to constraints of space."

Akbari (under review) assert, "the emphasis

Nevertheless,

the

degree

of

this

on the use of" an independent, long Method

inclination varies to a great extent between

section and its constituents can be another

the two groups of our study. It is apparent

attempt, on the part of researchers, to 'sell'

from the information in table 5 that most

the article by convincing the referees and

Persian writers tended to present the

audience that the paper to be presented is

Method unit as an independent unit with a

based on firm grounds and follows the

great deal of attention to details of the

requirements of the discipline and discourse

procedures and even statistical tests and

community" while reflecting "adherence to

analyses involved. On the contrary, a higher

standards of honesty, precision, and rigor

number of abstracts in the international

…."

journals of psychology tended to embed or
Table 5 Frequency of Independent and Dependent

to coalesce the Method section with other

Method Units

sections (mostly introduction and results)

English

Persian

Independent Method

23

39

Method section of applied linguistics

Unit

(51%)

(80%)

conference abstracts, Samar, Talebzadeh,

Coalesced or

22

10

Kiany, & Akbari (under review) conclude

Embedded Method

(49%)

(20%)

that Method section and its constituent

Unit

with less attention to details.
In their attempt to investigate the

parts, especially recounting steps in data
On

collection, are integral to a conference
abstract. Saadinam (2005), also, contended

the

other hand,

the attempt,

especially by international authors, to

14
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shorten the length of the method unit as

3.2.2

well as to embed it into or coalesce it with

Discussion Unit

other units can be an indication of a

In their comprehensive study of concluding

change in the realm of social sciences.

sections of applied linguistic RAs, Yang

Swales (1990: 179) believed it was

and Allison (2003:380) contended that

ironical

“Swales’

that

social

scientists

were

Description

(1990)

of

Results

comment

that

and

our

engaged “in a cognitive and rhetorical

knowledge of the last three sections in the

upgrade of Method at a time when their

IMRD pattern i.e. Results, Discussion and

mentors in the hard sciences" were

Conclusion sections, is limited still remains

"beginning,

to

in force.” Such a comment regarding the

downgrade its importance.” However, this

RA which has, at least, the clue of section

newly-detected inclination among the

headings as a privilege for the analysis, is

members

indicative of the problems one may face in

rhetorically

of

at

international

least,

discourse

community to deviate from upgrading

investigating a genre like abstract.

Method unit, as opposed to the Iranian

The analysis of the concluding sections of

authors who adhere to the method-

the abstracts, as mentioned before, is done

upgrading practice, can be an indication

adopting the models proposed by Yang and

of a new pursuit for scientific identity. It

Allison (2003), who describe the Moves

might

and

appear

that

the

international

Steps

in

Results,

Discussion,

community of social scientists, as far as

Conclusion, and Implication sections of

their writing is concerned, has felt an urge

applied linguistics research articles. Table

to live up to the 'scientist' part of their

6, in which just the observed Moves and

title by writing abstracts resembling those

Steps are included, shows the preliminary

by

results obtained from the analysis of the

their

mentors

in

hard

sciences.

Needless to mention this is a tentative

units

claim which needs to be checked against

Discussion.

even more ample data comparing hard and
soft sciences.

15

perceived
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Table 6 Moves and Steps of Structural Units of Results and Discussion (after Yang & Allison: 2003)
English

English

(R) Move 2 Reporting results

56

52

(R) Move 3 Commenting on results

24

10

Step 1 Interpreting results

10

8

Step 2 Comparing results with literature

7

2

Step 3 Evaluating results

3

0

Step 4 Accounting for results

4

0

(D) Move 3 Summarizing results

2

2

(D) Move 4 Commenting on results

23

12

Step 1 Interpreting results

15

8

Step 2 Comparing results with literature

4

2

Step 3 Accounting for results

3

2

Step 4 Evaluating results

1

0

(D) Move 6 Evaluating the study

3

3

Step1 Indicating limitations

2

0

Step2 Indicating significance/advantage

1

3

(D) Move 7 Deductions from the research

19

12

3

3

Step 2 Recommending further research

3

2

Step 3 Drawing implications

13

7

Step 1 making suggestions

Efforts to apply the Moves and Steps model

thinking of the concluding part of the RA

to the sections conceived of as Results and

abstract as two different sections may

Discussion/Conclusion in the first step of

require to be revisited.

the analysis clearly showed the degree of

It might be argued that though there are

inconsistencies which are likely to be

many overlapping Moves in the Results

encountered in a linguistic analysis of the

section and other concluding sections of
RAs, their communicative emphasis is

sections. Moreover, the overlap observed in

different (Yang & Allison: 2003:380).

this study as well as in other studies (e.g.

Accordingly, it would be expected to find

Martin, 2003: 39) gives rise to the idea that

the same pattern in RA abstracts (Salagar16
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Meyer: 1990; Swales: 1990, 181; Martin:

Steps. In so doing, we came up with Table

2003:28). However, in this study, there is

7 below which appeared to be a more

almost no abstract in which, for instance, it

appropriate representative of the constituent

is commented on the results by realizing

strategies in briefly expressing the findings

both (R) M3 and (D) M4 at the same time.

of a research.

It is true that there were instances of Move

Table 7 indicates that both Iranian

or Step repetition, but two overlapping

psychologists and their international peers

Moves across two different sections never

deemed Reporting results, Move 1, as a

co-occurred.
There were also many instances in both

compulsory part of an adequate abstract.

languages where "reporting results," (R)

This finding is corroborated by many

M2, was the final move. For instance, in the

scholars who announce reporting results as

five Persian abstracts from a specific

an integral Move or macro-move of their

journal in which each section is provided

studies; among them are Bhatia (1993), Lorés

with a heading, just one of them ended

(2004), Martin (2003), and Santos (1996).

with a Conclusion (an alternative to

A significantly higher number of abstracts

Discussion) section and even that section

in the English corpus (47 versus 22),

could be included under (R) M3:S1 (No.

however,

29). Actually, Results unit was the final

popular strategy among the two groups of

section in around 15 Persian and 6 English

scholars to actualize Move 2 was Step 1,

abstracts. A similar finding was reported by

interpreting results. It appears that Iranian

Samar and Talebzadeh (2006).

authors

commented

are

less

on

willing

results;

than

the

their

All such issues considered, the best

international colleagues to compare their

alternative was to interpret the last parts of

findings with previous literature (M2:S2).

the RA abstract as a single structural unit,

This observation becomes more meaningful

namely, the Findings section which can

when it is compared with the absence of M2

encompass the functions of reporting

of Introduction— which establishes a niche

results, commenting on them, evaluating

— as well as Move 4: Step 2 of Findings—

the study, and drawing deduction from it in

indicating significance/ advantage; coupled

terms of five Moves and the comprising

with the significance of Method unit in the
Iranian abstracts, it might be claimed that
17
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Iranian academics try to make a very

(by not continuing a tradition or comparing

positive first impression by refraining from

results with literature while emphasizing

negative comments and / or criticisms (like

the advantage/significance of their work)

gap indication or indicating limitations) as

(see also Samar, Talebzadeh, Kiany, &

well as distancing themselves from others

Akbari: under review).

English

Average

Average

Frequency

Frequency

Per

Persian

Abstract

Per
Abstract

Move 1 Reporting results

54 (1*)

1.08

50

1

Move 2 Commenting on results

47

0.94

22

0.44

Step 1 Interpreting results

25 (1*)

0.5

16 (1*)

0.32

Step 2 Comparing results with literature

11

0.22

4

0.08

Step 3 Evaluating results

4 (1*)

0.08

0

0

Step 4 Accounting for results

7

0.14

2

0.04

Move 3 Summarizing results

2 (1*)

0.04

2

0.04

Move 4 Evaluating the study

3

0.06

3

0.06

Step1 Indicating limitations

2 (1*)

0.04

0

0

Step2 Indicating significance/advantage

1

0.02

3

0.06

Move 5 Deductions from the research

19

0.38

12

0.24

Step 1 making suggestions

3(3*)

0.06

3 (2*)

0.06

Step 2 Recommending further research

3 (2*)

0.06

2 (1*)

0.04

Step 3 Drawing implications

13 (10*)

0.26

7 (2*)

0.14

While "Evaluating the study" can be an

much fewer commenting on results in the

optional Move of the psychology RA

abstracts of Iranian scholars can offset an

abstracts, "Deductions from the research,"

issue of concern raised by many Iranian

Move 4, can well be nominated as a quasi-

academics and authorities, namely, the

obligatory Move of abstracts especially in

research in Iran is not appropriately

International

psychology

translated into practice and application.

discourse community members, however,

Nevertheless, there are studies of abstracts

reflect somehow less preoccupation with

of other disciplines in Iran which modulate

the application of their research findings.

this conclusion within disciplinary and

Actually, this observation coupled with

cultural boundaries. For example, Samar

texts.

Iranian

18
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Kiany,

found
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that

&

and

Samar,

elaborate method, results, discussion, etc. in

Akbari

(under

the paper or presentation … seems to be

Iranian

applied

one

idiosyncrasy

of

the

genre

of

linguistics are much more inclined to draw

(conference) abstract and serves to fulfill

implications from their research than their

the main function of abstracts to “sell” the

international, European, and American

article, and not, always, just to “tell” and

peers. Therefore, still more data from

give information."

different

disciplines

and

cultures

are

required before passing a verdict about the

4. Conclusion

importance of research deductions and

Motivated by the English for Specific/

applications in the writing of Iranian

Academic Purposes tradition of applied

academics.

genre analysis, this study reported a

As it should have been noticed, many

comparative

generic

investigation

of

numbers in the table are marked with "*"

experimental RA abstracts from the field of

after a number in parenthesis; it indicates

psychology, as a representative of soft

the frequency of the occurrence of a

sciences,

strategy with the function of “drawing the

international authors. In so doing, some of

reader into the article” rather than the Move

the main propositions regarding the macro-

they are attributed to. For example, instead

and micro-structure of the RA abstracts as

of making any suggestion or drawing any

well as their variation across cultures were

implication, it was stated in one abstract

checked.

that "Proposals for future research in

written

Concerning

the

by

Iranian

macro-structure

and

of

recidivism are formulated" (No. 1). A

abstracts, it was found that Introduction,

similar strategy was used by the conference

Method, and concluding sections were

abstract writers of both Samar, Talebzadeh,

compulsory

Kiany, & Akbari (under review) and

Investigation of their rhetorical structure,

Yakhontova (2002). Samar, Talebzadeh,

however, cast several doubts on the widely-

Kiany, & Akbari (under review) conclude

held belief that abstracts as research-

that such a "promotional strategy which

process genres and time-saving devices

anticipates

should replicate the IMRD structure of

or

promises

interesting,
19

units

of

an

abstract.
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RAs. In fact, it was argued that a better

social sciences with regard to length and

reformulation for the organization of RA

importance of this section, it is not

abstracts might be a three-way model in

improbable that social scientists once again

terms

and

are trying to move away from positivistic

Findings and their comprising Moves and

trends by downgrading Method section, at

Steps.

least rhetorically, and pursuit their mentors

of

Introduction,

Method,

While the two groups of abstracts were

in hard sciences. If this is the case, the

not significantly different with regard to

Iranian writers of RAs are suggested to be

their

distinctive

more aware of the recent changes in their

differences were observed between the

field in order to effectively interact with the

members of international and Iranian

members of international community and

discourse community in the strategies they

be a key player in the scientific circles.

macro-structure,

preferred to actualize the main units.

Having a pedagogical orientation in

International authors opted for a wider

mind, we introduced the obligatory, quasi-

range of Moves and Steps to realize the

obligatory, and optional sections, Moves,

Introduction section of their abstracts,

Steps and some features of the psychology

whereas Iranian academics made sure to use

RA abstracts. This can guide both novice

Move 3 and to avoid Move 2. Plus, Persian

and non-native psychologists, and their

abstracts were more likely to have a

supervisors and language teachers to help

complete and independent Method unit

them, in order to prepare an abstract

compared with English abstracts. One the

fulfilling the basic requirements of the

other hand, more international abstract

community of practice in which they aspire

writers, compared to Iranians, ensured that

to effectively function. Obviously, the

they commented on their results and there

defining differences between the two

was a reference to their research deductions

discourse communities should be taken into

in the short text of abstract.

account when writing any genre including

Moreover, considering the way Method

abstracts.

section of English abstracts differed from

This paper was among the genre studies

Persian abstracts as well as what is

which deal with the needs of academics

conceived to be the common practice of

from under-researched cultures, like Iranian
20
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culture. The corpus and sample were

Phraseology of Self-Representation." In

selected in a way to be representative of the

Marta Conejero López, Micaela Muñoz

abstracts of the field; furthermore, many of

Calvo and Beatriz Penas Ibáñez. Valencia

the findings could find ample support from

(Eds.), Linguistic Interaction in/and Specific

the

scarce

literature.

However,

Discourses. Editorial Universitat Politècnica

more

de València. pp. 31-48.*

comprehensive comparative studies from a

[6] Busch-Lauer, I.-A., (1995°), "Abstracts in

variety of disciplines and cultures with a

German Medical Journals: A Linguistic

focus on different sub-genres of the genre

Analysis."

of abstract, drawing upon recent and

Information Processing &

Management, 31(5), 769-776.

rigorous models of analysis can shed new

[7] Busch-Lauer, I.-A. (1995b), "Textual

light on the concept of genre and yield

organization in English and German medical

several

abstracts." In B. Warvik, S.-K. Tanskanen &

pedagogical

implications

and

R.

applications.

Hiltunen

(Eds.),

Organization

in

Discourse: Proceedings from the Turku
Conference, Pp. 175-186, Turku, Finland:
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 اﺻﻮل ﺑﻬﺪاﺷﺖ رواﻧﯽ.6

7. Personality and Individual Differences
8. Personality and Social
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9. Personnel Psychology

 ﺗﺎزهﻫﺎ و ﭘﮋوﻫﺸﻬﺎي ﻣﺸﺎوره.8

10.Psychological Science

( ﻣﺠﻠﻪ رواﻧﺸﻨﺎﺳﯽ و ﻋﻠﻮم ﺗﺮﺑﯿﺘﯽ )داﻧﺸﮕﺎه ﺗﻬﺮان.9

B. List of Persian (Iranian) psychology

 داﻧﺸﻮر رﻓﺘﺎر.10

journals:

 ﭘﮋوﻫﺸﯽ ﻋﻠﻮم اﻧﺴﺎﻧﯽ داﻧﺸﮕﺎه اﻟﺰﻫﺮاء- ﻓﺼﻠﻨﺎﻣﻪ ﻋﻠﻤﯽ.11
()س

 رواﻧﺸﻨﺎﺳﯽ ﻣﻌﺎﺻﺮ.1
 رواﻧﺸﻨﺎﺳﯽ ﺗﺤﻮﻟﯽ.2
 ﻣﺠﻠﻪ رواﻧﺸﻨﺎﺳﯽ.3
 ﭘﮋوﻫﺸﻬﺎي رواﻧﺸﻨﺎﺳﯽ ﺑﺎﻟﯿﻨﯽ و ﻣﺸﺎوره.4
 ﻣﻄﺎﻟﻌﺎت رواﻧﺸﻨﺎﺧﺘﯽ.5
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ﮔﺎمﻫﺎﯾﯽ ﺑﻪ ﺳﻮي ﭼﮑﯿﺪهاي ﻣﻮﻓﻖ :ﺗﺠﺰﯾﻪ و ﺗﺤﻠﯿﻞ ژاﻧﺮﻣﺤﻮري ﻣﻘﺎﯾﺴﻪاي

ﺗﺎرﯾﺦ ﭘﺬﯾﺮش92/3/29 :

ﺗﺎرﯾﺦ درﯾﺎﻓﺖ91/2/23 :

اﻫﻤﯿﺖ ﭼﮑﯿﺪه ﻣ ﻘﺎﻻت ﭘﮋوﻫﺸﯽ ﺑﻪ ﻋﻨﻮان ژاﻧﺮي داﻧﺸﮕﺎﻫﯽ اﻧﮕﯿﺰه ﻻزم را ﺟﻬﺖ ﺗﻤﺮﮐﺰ ﺗﺤﻠﯿﻞﮔﺮان ﺑﺮ اﯾﻦ
ﺣﯿﻄﮥ ﻣﻐﻔﻮل ﻓﺮاﻫﻢ آورده اﺳﺖ .اﮐﺜﺮ ﭘﮋوﻫﺸﮕﺮان ﺣﯿﻄﮥ ژاﻧﺮ ،ﺑﺎ ﻓﺮض ﮐﺎرﮐﺮد ﺗﻠﺨﯿﺼﯽ ﭼﮑﯿﺪهﻫﺎ ،ﺑﺮاي
ﺗﺠﺰﯾﻪ و ﺗﺤﻠﯿﻞ از ﻣﺪل ﻣﺮﺳﻮم ) IMRDﻣﻘﺪﻣﻪ – روش – ﻧﺘﺎﯾﺞ -ﺑﺤﺚ ﯾﺎ ﻧﺘﯿﺠﻪ( ﺑﻬﺮه ﺑﺮدهاﻧﺪ .ﺣﺎل اﯾﻨﮑﻪ
ﻣﺸﮑﻼت ﮔﺰارش ﺷﺪه ﺑﻪﺧﺼﻮص درﻣﻮرد ﺑﺨﺶﻫﺎي ﭘﺎﯾﺎﻧﯽ ﭼﻨﯿﻦ ﻣﺪﻟﯽ ،ﻣﺪاﻗﻪ و ﺗﺤﻘﯿﻖ ﺑﯿﺸﺘﺮ را ﻃﻠﺐ

ﻣﯽﮐﻨﺪ .از اﯾﻦ ﮔﺬﺷﺘﻪ ﻋﻠﯿﺮﻏﻢ ﺗﺎﺛﯿﺮ ﻓﺮاوان ﮔﻮﻧﻪﮔﻮﻧﯽ رﺷﺘﻪاي و ﻓﺮﻫﻨﮕﯽ ﺑﺮ ارﺗﺒﺎﻃﺎت ﻣﻮﺛﺮ درون رﺷﺘﻪاي و
ﺑﯿﻦ رﺷﺘﻪاي اﻋﻀﺎي ﺟﻮاﻣﻊ ﮔﻔﺘﻤﺎﻧﯽ ،ﻣﻄﺎﻟﻌﺎت ﻣﻘﺎﯾﺴﻪاي ﺑﺎ ﺗﺎﮐﯿﺪ ﺑﺮ ﻧﯿﺎزﻫﺎي داﻧﺸﮕﺎﻫﯿﺎن اﯾﺮاﻧﯽ ﺟﻬﺖ
ارﺗﺒﺎط ﺑﺎ و ﺣﻀﻮر ﻣﻮﺛﺮ در ﺟﻮاﻣﻊ ﮔﻔﺘﻤﺎﻧﯽ ﺑﯿﻦاﻟﻤﻠﻠﯽ ﺑﺴﯿﺎر اﻧﺪك ﻫﺴﺘﻨﺪ .ﺗﺤﻘﯿﻖ ﺣﺎﺿﺮ ﺑﺎ اﻟﮕﻮﮔﯿﺮي از
ﺳﻨﺖ ﺗﺠﺰﯾﻪ و ﺗﺤﻠﯿﻞ ژاﻧﺮﻣﺤﻮر آﻣﻮزش زﺑﺎن اﻧﮕﻠﯿﺴﯽ ﺑﺮاي اﻫﺪاف وﯾﮋه /داﻧﺸﮕﺎﻫﯽ ﺑﻪ دﻧﺒﺎل ﭘﺮ ﮐﺮدن
ﺑﺮﺧﯽ ﺧﻼﻫﺎي ﻣﻮﺟﻮد ﺑﺎ اﻧﺠﺎم ﺗﺠﺰﯾﻪ و ﺗﺤﻠﯿﻞ ﻣﻘﺎﯾﺴﻪاي ﭼﮑﯿﺪهﻫﺎﯾﯽ از ﻋﻠﻮم ﻧﺮم ﺑﻮد ﺗﺎ وﯾﮋﮔﯽﻫﺎﯾﯽ را
ﮐﻪ وﺟﻪ ﻣﺸﺨﺼﻪ ﻣﺘﻮن ﻣﺤﻘﻘﺎن اﯾﺮاﻧﯽ و ﻫﻤﮑﺎران ﺑﯿﻦاﻟﻤﻠﻠﯽ آﻧﻬﺎﺳﺖ ،ﺗﻌﯿﯿﻦ ﮐﻨﺪ .ﮐﻼنﺳﺎﺧﺘﺎر ،رﯾﺰﺳﺎﺧﺘﺎر
و ﺑﺮﺧﯽ وﯾﮋﮔﯽﻫﺎي  100ﭼﮑﯿﺪة ﻣﻘﺎﻻت ﭘﮋوﻫﺸﯽ ﺗﺠﺮﺑﯽ ﺑﺮﮔﺮﻓﺘﻪ از ﻣﺠﻼت ﻣﻌﺘﺒﺮ اﯾﺮاﻧﯽ )ﻓﺎرﺳﯽ( و
ﺑﯿﻦاﻟﻤﻠﻠﯽ )اﻧﮕﻠﯿﺲ( رواﻧﺸﻨﺎﺳﯽ ﺑﺎ ﺑﻬﺮهﮔﯿﺮي از ﺑﺮﺧﯽ ﻣﺪلﻫﺎي ﻣﺘﻘﻦ و دﻗﯿﻖ ﺗﺠﺰﯾﻪ و ﺗﺤﻠﯿﻞ و ﺗﺒﯿﯿﻦ
ﮔﺮدﯾﺪ .ﻧﺘﺎﯾﺞ ﻧﺸﺎن داد ﮐﻪ ﻋﻠﯿﺮﻏﻢ وﺟﻮد ﺷﺒﺎﻫﺖﻫﺎﯾﯽ در اﺳﺘﻔﺎده از ﺑﺨﺶﻫﺎي ﻣﻘﺪﻣﻪ ،روش و اﻧﺘﻬﺎﯾﯽ ،در
ﻧﺤﻮة ﺷﮑﻞﮔﯿﺮي ﺑﺨﺸﻬﺎ ،ﺣﺮﮐﺘﻬﺎ و ﮔﺎﻣﻬﺎي ﺗﺸﮑﯿﻞدﻫﻨﺪة آﻧﻬﺎ ﺗﻔﺎوت وﺟﻮد داﺷﺖ .ﺗﻔﺎوتﻫﺎي ﻣﻮﺟﻮد در
ﺳﺎﯾﮥ اوﻟﻮﯾﺘﻬﺎي ﻓﺮﻫﻨﮕﯽ دو ﺟﺎﻣﻌﮥ ﮔﻔﺘﻤﺎﻧﯽ ﺗﻮﺿﯿﺢ داده ﺷﺪهاﻧﺪ .ﺑﺎ ﺗﻮﺟﻪ ﺑﻪ ﻧﺎﮐﺎرآﻣﺪي ﻣﺪل ﭼﻬﺎرﺑﺨﺸﯽ
ﮐﻼنﺳﺎﺧﺘﺎر ،ﻣﺪﻟﯽ ﺳﻪ ﺑﺨﺸﯽ ﻧﯿﺰ ﭘﯿﺸﻨﻬﺎد ﮔﺮدﯾﺪ .ﻫﻤﭽﻨﯿﻦ ﮐﺎرﺑﺮدﻫﺎي اﯾﻦ ﭘﮋوﻫﺶ ﻣﻮرد ﺑﺮرﺳﯽ ﻗﺮار ﮔﺮﻓﺘﻪ
اﺳﺖ.
واژﮔﺎنﮐﻠﯿﺪي :ﺗﺠﺰﯾﻪ و ﺗﺤﻠﯿﻞ ژاﻧﺮﻣﺤﻮر ،ﻣﺪلﻫﺎي ﺣﺮﮐﺖ و ﮔﺎم ،ﮐﻼنﺳﺎﺧﺘﺎر ،رﯾﺰﺳﺎﺧﺘﺎر ،ﭼﮑﯿﺪه ﻣﻘﺎﻟﻪ،
ﭘﮋوﻫﺸﯽ.
 .1داﻧﺸﺠﻮي دﮐﺘﺮي ،ﮔﺮوه آﻣﻮزش زﺑﺎن اﻧﮕﻠﯿﺴﯽ ،داﻧﺸﮑﺪه ﻋﻠﻮم اﻧﺴﺎﻧﯽ ،داﻧﺸﮕﺎه ﺗﺮﺑﯿﺖ ﻣﺪرس ،ﺗﻬﺮان ،اﯾﺮان
.2داﻧﺸﯿﺎر ﮔﺮوه آﻣﻮزش زﺑﺎن اﻧﮕﻠﯿﺴﯽ ،داﻧﺸﮑﺪه ﻋﻠﻮم اﻧﺴﺎﻧﯽ ،داﻧﺸﮕﺎه ﺗﺮﺑﯿﺖ ﻣﺪرس ،ﺗﻬﺮان ،اﯾﺮان
 .3داﻧ ﺸﯿﺎر ﮔﺮوه آﻣﻮزش زﺑﺎن اﻧﮕﻠﯿﺴﯽ ،داﻧﺸﮑﺪه ﻋﻠﻮم اﻧﺴﺎﻧﯽ ،داﻧﺸﮕﺎه ﺗﺮﺑﯿﺖ ﻣﺪرس ،ﺗﻬﺮان ،اﯾﺮان
 .4اﺳﺘﺎدﯾﺎر ﮔﺮوه آﻣﻮزش زﺑﺎن اﻧﮕﻠﯿﺴﯽ ،داﻧﺸﮑﺪه ﻋﻠﻮم اﻧﺴﺎﻧﯽ ،داﻧﺸﮕﺎه ﺗﺮﺑﯿﺖ ﻣﺪرس ،ﺗﻬﺮان ،اﯾﺮان
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